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According to recent reseArch, 
the structured interview is a more effec-
tive way to conduct interviews compared 
to the traditional approach. in addition, 
the structured interview offers a more 
equitable treatment of candidates and is 
more easily defensible in court.

in this book, the authors present 
the most current knowledge and tech-
niques regarding the selection interview. 
they provide a practical guide which takes 
into consideration numerous organization-
al constraints. Depending on the specific 
situation in which it may apply, different 
ways of conducting a selection interview 
are presented along with their advantages 
and limitations.
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Main types of Questions
communication techniques and Ways of Asking Questions
Preparing and sequencing the Questions
Length of the interview and number of Questions
Preparing the introduction
Preparing the conclusion
Writing the interview guide

step 4 – conducting the interview
remember the objectives of the interview 
Limit Access to Ancillary information
establish Facilitating conditions
techniques for Maintaining the structure and Keeping control of the interview 
techniques for Preserving the candidate’s self-esteem 
Let them talk: You Listen
observe certain rules of conduct 
taking notes
conducting an interview by committee
Using the same interviewers for All candidates

step 5 – evaluation
standardizing the evaluation
evaluation by Questions
evaluation by criteria
By Questions or by criteria?
recommended rating scales
supplementary notations
Factors that can distort the evaluation
evaluation by committee
overall evaluation sheet

step 6 – Making the decision
overall score
A cut-off score for each selection criterion
Mixed systems
other considerations

Appendixes
example of a Job description for selection Purposes
tools for collecting critical incidents
example of selection criteria identification
inventory and definitions of selection criteria for Management Positions
A guide to designing situational and Behavioural Questions
exercise on Preparing situational and Behavioural Questions
exercise on recognizing and obtaining a true and complete 
 Behaviour description in response to Behavioural Questions
exercise on Maintaining the structure of the interview and Preserving the candidate’s self-esteem
exercise on distinguishing between a Fact and an interpretation When taking notes
exercise on organizing candidates’ responses 
 According to evaluation criteria
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n THE STRUCTURED JOB-RELATED INTERVIEW DEFINED
criteria for the effectiveness of the selection interview
the structured interview: characteristics and Advantages
the Job-related interview: characteristics and Advantages
comparison with other evaluation Methods
Most common objections to Using the structured interview

n THE SELECTION INTERVIEW PROCESS
step 1 – Job Analysis

Writing a Job description for selection Purposes
the critical incident Method
the competency-based Approach

step 2 – selection criteria and decision rules
turning the Job into selection criteria
defining the selection criteria
choosing the selection criteria to Be Measured by interview
determining the indicators or expected responses
establishing decision rules

step 3 – the interview guide
standardizing the Questions and their sequence 
Formulating Questions 
content of the Questions 

the authors explain in detail how to prepare a structured interview, develop 
the best questions possible, conduct the interview, and use the information gathered 
to evaluate candidates. they propose answers and possible solutions to the most 
common questions and problems that arise when conducting interviews. they also 
provide meaningful tools and practical exercises designed for human resource profes-
sionals and for anyone willing to improve their ability to use structured interviews, 
an indispensable tool in personnel selection.


